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The far-infrared spectrum of
12
C2HD
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(Received 15 September 2010; final version received 26 October 2010)

The infrared spectrum of 12C2HD has been studied using synchrotron radiation at the far-infrared beam line,
Canadian Light Source, Saskatoon, Canada. The spectra were recorded at a resolution of 0.00096 cm�1 in the 60
to 360 cm�1 range using a Bruker IFS 125 Fourier transform spectrometer. In total, 821 vibration rotation lines
were observed and assigned to the P(J), Q(J) and R(J) transitions of the �5 �4 difference band and associated
hot bands with J00 up to 35 and (�4þ �5) up to 3. These new transitions were analysed together with 4518
transitions involving bending states with (�4þ �5) up to 3 available in the literature. The spectroscopic parameters
obtained from the fit reproduce 4909 transitions with a standard deviation of 0.00028 cm�1. The �5 �4 bands of
13CH12CD and 12CH13CD were also detected and analysed.
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1. Introduction

Before its detection in the Titan atmosphere by the

Composite Infrared Spectrometer (CIRS) instrument

mounted on the CASSINI spacecraft [1], mono-

deuterated acetylene (12C2HD) had never been consid-

ered a molecule of astrophysical interest. Prior to this

finding, deuterated species of methane and hydrogen

had been identified in the atmospheric spectra of Titan,

where methane is considered to be the main reservoir

of deuterium. The discovery of mono-deuterated acet-

ylene in Titan’s atmosphere and inconsistencies in the

H/D ratio retrieved from the analysis of different

vibrational bands of methane have prompted a thor-

ough investigation of the infrared intensities of
12C2HD in the 400–2000 cm�1 range [2], with particular

emphasis on the bending fundamentals, the strong

features of which could be useful for the evaluation of

the H/D ratio in Titan’s atmosphere.
Although the spectroscopy of this molecule in the

infrared (IR) is very well known [3–9], the only

observations reported so far in the far-IR refer to the

pure rotational spectrum in the ground and in a few

low-lying vibrational states [10–12]. Mono-deuterated

acetylene has two doubly degenerate bending vibra-

tions at 518.38 cm�1 (�4) and 677.86 cm�1 (�5). The

spectral signatures of both these vibrations have been

observed in Titan’s atmospheric spectra. From a

spectroscopic point of view, it is expected that the
difference band �5 �4 will appear near 159.48 cm�1,
as observed in normal acetylene at 116.28 cm�1

[13–16]. In addition, a large number of hot bands
accompanying the difference band should appear in
the same region. Synchrotron light offers a significant
advantage compared with a thermal source over most
of the far-infrared region and was adopted as the
source in our experiment in order to improve the S/N
ratio of the recorded spectra.

2. Experimental details

Two spectra were acquired during separate experi-
ments involving a Bruker IFS 125 Fourier transform
(FT) spectrometer located at the far-infrared beam
line, Canadian Light Source, Saskatoon, Canada. The
spectra were recorded in the 60–360 cm�1 range at an
unapodized resolution of 0.00096 cm�1. Optimum
instrumental performance was achieved using a syn-
chrotron source, a 2mm Mylar beam splitter, and a Si
bolometer detector. The spectrometer aperture was set
to 2mm. A scanner velocity of 80 kHz was used with
analog electronic filters set for a low band pass of
5 kHz. No optical filters were used. A boxcar apodiza-
tion was used in the Fourier transform, which leads to
an instrumental linewidth of 0.61/optical path
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difference, full width at half maximum. A zero filling
factor of 2, a Mertz phase correction, and a phase
resolution of 1.0 were also used in the Fourier
transforms.

A multi-pass coolable cell with a base of 2m with
wedged polypropylene windows adjusted for a 72m
path length held the C2HD sample. The sample was
supplied by Cambridge Isotope Laboratories and used
without further purification. The isotopic purity was
reported to be 98%, but it turned out that C2H2 was
more abundant than expected. In particular, transi-
tions of the symmetric species interfere with the P
branch of the �5 �4 band of C2HD. Nevertheless, due
to the very high resolution, the number of overlapping
lines is negligible. All far-infrared data for the C2H2

isotopologue, recorded under similar experimental
conditions, are well known [16] and were easily
identified in the spectra.

The two spectra were recorded using the following
pressure/temperature conditions: 0.750Torr/298.35K
(spectrum I) and 3.026Torr/297.75K (spectrum II).
The gas pressure was measured using a 0–1Torr and a
0–10Torr Baratron gauge for spectra I and II, respec-
tively. Rotational water lines [17,18] were used to
calibrate the wavenumber scale. Lines of the intense
�5 �4 band were measured on spectrum I, while lines
of all the other hot bands and of 13CH12CD and
12CH13CD rely on spectrum II.

3. Analysis

The position of the lines expected in the investigated
spectral range was calculated by means of the param-
eters derived from the analysis of the bending states up
to �4þ �5¼ 3 [4]. First, the intense �5 �4 band was
investigated. The P and R branches could be assigned
up to high J values, while the weak Q branch lines were
observed up to J¼ 13. Figure 1 illustrates the f e and
e f components of the Q branch. Subsequently,
a systematic search of the lines belonging to all weak
hot bands involving states up to �tot¼ �4þ �5¼ 3
present in the recorded region was undertaken. All
bands involving states with �tot¼ 2 were identified, but,
within the investigated range, only the P and Q
branches of the 2�4 �5 (�

þ
 �) band were present,

while the expected P lines of the D � component
were too weak to be observed. These latter branches
are at the upper wavenumber limit of the spectrum,
which is characterized by a poor S/N ratio. Of the
transitions involving three quanta of the bending
modes, only the �4þ 2�5 2�4þ �5 (� �) and
2�4þ �5 3�4 (I� �) bands were identified. After
completing the assignment procedure, a careful search

for D(l4þ l5)¼ 2 transitions was undertaken by means
of a list of computed wavenumbers. Three such bands
with intensity slightly above the noise level of the
spectrum were found with origins at 146.48, 161.78,
and 161.81 cm�1. The assignment of the transitions was
straightforward due to the accuracy of their predicted
positions. The analysed bands are listed in Table 1
together with the symmetry of the vibrational states,
the band centre, the J values of the P, Q, and R
branches, the RMS value of the residuals obtained
from a simultaneous fit, and the number of lines
assigned and retained in the final cycle of the
least-squares procedure.

After having completed the assignments, a simul-
taneous fit of all the transitions involving only excited
states of the bending modes was performed. The data
set includes: (i) the presently observed far-IR transi-
tions, (ii) the IR bands listed in Table 1 of Ref. [4]
involving all the states with �tot¼ 3, with the exception
of the �4¼ 3� state which was not observed, (iii) the
2�4þ �5 2�4 (I� D) band reported in Ref. [2] and
(iv) the rotational lines in the ground and first excited
bending states �4¼ 1 and �5¼ 1 [11,12]. The model
Hamiltonian adopted for the analysis has already been
described (see Ref. [4], Equations (2)–(6)). It contains
the usual vibration and rotation terms for a linear
molecule with two bending modes, including the
l-type interaction terms, both vibrational and rota-
tional, connecting levels of the same vibrational
manifold.
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Figure 1. A section of the FIR spectrum illustrating the Q
branch of the �5 �4 band of 12C2HD. Experimental
conditions: pressure, 3.026Torr; path length, 72m. (a) The
R(15) transition of 2�5�

þ
g  �4þ �5)�

þ
u in 12C2H2.

(b) The rotational transition in H2O. (c) The R(18) transition

of (�4þ �5)Du(e) 2�4Dg(e) in 12C2H2. (d) The 104,6 94,5
rotational transition in HOD. (e) The R(8) transition of

2�5�
þ
 (�4þ �5)�

þ in 12C2HD.
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The weights of the experimental data were chosen
proportional to the inverse of their squared estimated
uncertainties. An uncertainty of 5� 10�5 cm�1

(1.66MHz) was given to wavenumbers of the main
band �5 �4, 1� 10�4 cm�1 to those of the weak
bands involving �tot¼ 2, but for 2�4 �5 (�þ �),
which is at the edge of the response curve of the
bolometer, an uncertainty of 2� 10�4 cm�1 was given
and to the remaining far-IR transitions with �tot¼ 3.
The uncertainty of the IR lines was estimated to be
2� 10�4 cm�1, while that of the pure rotational lines
was set to 1� 10�6 cm�1 (30 kHz). Finally, all the
transition wavenumbers that differed from their cor-
responding calculated values by more than five times
their uncertainties were excluded from the data set in
the final cycle of the analysis.

A total of 5339 transitions were fitted to 62
parameters (see Table 2). Based on the criterion
adopted for rejection, 4909 observed wavenumbers

were reproduced with a standard deviation of the fit of
2.8� 10�4 cm�1. The RMS error for each band pres-
ently analysed is reported in column 5 of Table 1. For
the bands previously observed, the RMS errors are
practically identical to the values obtained in the fit
without the far-IR transitions [4].

The spectroscopic parameters in Table 2 can be
compared with those listed in Table 2 of Ref. [4],
taking into account that, in the latter table, the
parameter qk5 is erroneously written as qk4. The same
constants have been refined, but �45 (see Equation (3)
of Ref. [4]) remained undetermined and was con-
strained to zero. The inability to determine �45 could be
ascribed to the reduced correlation between the
parameters related to the vibrational dependence of
the centrifugal distortion constant D0 resulting from
the inclusion of new very precise measurements in the
data set. The values of all the parameters are very
similar, most being determined within one statistical

Table 1. The bands of 12C2HD, 12CH13CD and 13CH12CD analysed in the far-IR spectrum.

Vibrational transition Symmetry �aC P, R, Q {Jmin, Jmax} �(�105)b
No. fitted/assigned

lines

12C2HD
�5 �4 � � 159.4263 Pe–e (2–33), Re–e (1–35),

Qf–e (1–13); Pf–f (2–34),
Rf–f (1–35), Qf–e (1–12)

5 152/159

2�4 �5 �þ � 356.1275 Pe–e (3–23), Qe–f (2–23) 26 42/43

�4þ �5 2�4 �þ �þ 166.5628 Pe–e (1–24), Re–e (0–28) 11 53/53
(�þ D)c 161.7773 Pe–e (9–28), Re–e (8–34) 20 42/47
D D 157.0286 Pe–e (3–24), Re–e (2–30),

Qe–f (2–11); Pf–f (3–29),
Rf–f (2–33), Qf–e (2–14)

13 129/133

(D �þ)c 161.8141 Pe–e (9–27), Re–e (8–32) 22 42/44

2�5 �4þ �5 �þ �þ 141.7283 Pe–e (1–20), Re–e (1–29) 10 49/49
D D 163.2996 Pe–e (3–26), Re–e (2–29),

Qe–f (2–11); Pf–f (3–24),
Rf–f (2–30), Qf–e (2–12)

13 119/124

(�þ D)c 146.4771 Pe–e (12–19), Re–e (15–29) 14 20/23

�4þ 2�5 2�4þ �5 � � 160.9732 Pe–e (4–16), Re–e (3–22),
Qe–f (3–8); Pf–f (5–18),
Rf–f (5–24), Qf–e (3–10)

25 71/77

2�4þ �5 3�4
I� � 171.3139 Pe–e (3–20), Re–e (1–19);

Pf–f (3–17), Rf–f (1–17),
Qf–e (1)

22 63/69

12CH13CD

�5 �4 � � 166.3566 Pe–e (2–18), Re–e (2–23);
Pf–f (3–21), Rf–f (1–25)

22 72/81

13CH12CD

�5 �4 � � 157.6795 Pe–e (2–19), Re–e (1–24);
Pf–f (3–18), Rf–f (1–24)

22 76/82

Notes: a�C ¼ G0
�0 � B�0k

2 �D�0k
4 � ðG0

�00 � B�00k
2 �D�00k

4Þ.
b� (in cm�1) corresponds to the RMS value of the residuals for the various assigned lines resulting from the simultaneous fit
(see text).
cPerturbation-allowed transition.
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error. Those presently obtained have smaller uncer-
tainties, on average about 20%, due to the high
precision of the far-IR data and to the extension of
pure rotational transitions measured with higher
accuracy up to J¼ 10 [12].

Finally, transitions of the �5 �4 bands of
13CH12CD and 12CH13CD were identified and ana-
lysed in single-band fits. The band characteristics
are listed in Table 1. A table with a list of the
transition wavenumbers, assignments, and residuals

from the simultaneous fit associated with all the
analysed bands can be made available from the
Bologna authors.

4. Conclusions

The very high resolution far-IR spectrum of
mono-deuterated acetylene, 12C2HD, has been
recorded in the 60�360 cm�1 region using FT spec-
troscopy and a synchrotron radiation source. The

Table 2. Spectroscopic parameters (in cm�1) for the bending states of 12C2HD resulting from the simultaneous fit of all
transitions involving levels up to �4þ �5¼ 3.a

Parameter Parameter

!0
4 517.400373 (268) g055 5.1618252 (245)

!0
5 676.1870743 (371) y444 0.037851 (105)

x044 �0.143558 (197) y454 �0.1020412 (223)

x045 0.7075504 (548) y554 0.0218842 (201)

x055 �2.5974508 (266) y445 0.0398552 (309)

y0444 �0.0364024 (323) y455 �0.0497324 (186)

y0555 0.03026340 (611) y555 0.01895520 (936)

y0455 0.0426422 (187) r045 1.557113 (195)

y0445 0.0427599 (215) r445 0.2380359 (560)

g044 2.117292 (210) r455 0.067199 (103)

g045 0.8521726 (394) rJ45 (�103) �0.0246653 (746)

B0 0.9915272623 (434) �445 (�106) 2.0464 (460)

�04 (�103) �2.643371 (138) �455 (�106) 0.2716 (367)

�05 (�103) �1.481912 (103) �444 (�106) �1.1851 (675)

�44 (�103) 0.0313649 (561) �454 (�106) 2.2258 (709)

�45 (�103) �0.025949 (109) �554 (�106) �0.3491 (279)

�55 (�103) 0.0236638 (383) �445 (�106) �2.1443 (526)

�44 (�103) �0.079675 (145) �455 (�106) 2.9576 (513)

�45 (�103) �0.003360 (151) �555 (�106) �2.3959 (331)

�55 (�103) �0.1187171 (855)

D0 (�106) 1.133919 (183) �55 (�109) 0.2737 (194)

�4 (�106) 0.0345719 (927) �44 (�109) 2.1478 (575)

�5 (�106) 0.0167646 (773) �55 (�109) �2.0065 (302)

�44 (�109) �0.9328 (301)

H0 (�10
12) 0.5733 (943) h5 (�10

12) 0.1947 (237)

h4 (�10
12) 0.2021 (330)

q04 (�103) 4.3977317 (637) q55 (�10
3) 0.0478092 (274)

q05 (�103) 3.4783596 (639) qJ4 (�106) �0.0383910 (394)

q44 (�10
3) 0.0406380 (394) qJ5 (�106) �0.0221680 (437)

q45 (�10
3) �0.0054381 (415) qk5 (�106) �5.0948 (789)

q54 (�10
3) 0.0178707 (718)

�04 (�106) �0.011018 (114) �55 (�109) 5.490 (208)

�05 (�106) �0.012120 (447) �045 (�109) �0.868 (258)

Notes: Number of fitted/assigned data: 4909/5339. St. dev. of the fit� 104¼ 2.8.
aEstimated uncertainties (1�) are given in parentheses in units of the last figure quoted.
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analysis of the observed bands complements and
improves previous investigations on the bending
states of the molecule. A simultaneous fit of 5339
transitions, including all previously measured lines
and those presently assigned, provides a set of 62
accurate spectroscopic parameters that reproduces
4909 transitions with a standard deviation of the fit
of 2.8� 10�4 cm�1.
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